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After moving to the countryside and 
enjoying the endless possibilities of having 
more space and being able to entertain on 
a larger scale, we were inspired to create 
this season’s introductions. We teamed 
up with Linda Bloomfield (one of the UK’s 
most respected glaze experts) and a small-
scale ceramics factory in Portugal to bring 
you a dinnerware collection, Pinch, that 
combines the expertise of all collaborators.

We found we were short of stemmed 
glassware and thought it was time we came 
up with a new family. Using the memory 
of a dinner we had in a beautiful Milanese 
restaurant a couple of years ago as the

starting point, we are excited to add the 
Amwell Family (named after the street of 
our new showroom in Clerkenwell, London) 
to our glassware assortment.   We also 
dreamt up the Sienna glasses- the perfect 
combination of simplicity and detail thanks 
to the fine etching, which makes the family 
functional and feminine. 

One of our neighbors in Clerkenwell is the 
higly regarded glassblower, Simon Moore. 
Together, we designed a grouping of vases: 
the Wren Collection. A delightful collection 
of unique and organic forms with two distinct 
characters, offering the best of hand made 
craftsmanship with contemporary refinement. 

After the introduction of our Taroudant 
and Anabra Collections, we discovered 
that we love deigning on a grand scale and 
have come up with some exciting new 
pieces- each one a true objet d’art. In our 
Gerona Collection, we wanted to offer a 
complete range of serving pieces that will 
work for anyone wanting to entertain 
“family style”. 

Although small intimate dinners are still 
our favorite, our newest goods are perfect 
for large gatherings and are sure to find a 
loving place in your home!  Enjoy!
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Pinch
Working with both Linda Bloomfield, one of the UK’s 
most respected potters and author of numerous books 
on glazes, and a well-respected, small-scale ceramics 
factory in Portugal, we have arrived at a collection that 
combines the expertise of all collaborators: Canvas 
home’s unique vision of simplicity and clean form; an 
incredibly subtle color palette only possibly because 
of Linda’s mastery of glazing possibilities, and our 
Portuguese partner’s expertise in applying studio glaze 
recipes in a factory setting.  We hope you agree that the 
result is an achievement in timeless dinnerware.

PINCH SALAD PLATE
C100-SP-GY  grey  (8-1/2”diam) min8

PINCH DINNER PLATE
C100-DP-GY  grey  (10-3/4”diam) min8

PINCH SALAD PLATE
C100-SP-WH  white  (8-1/2”diam) min8

PINCH DINNER PLATE
C100-DP-WH  white  (10-3/4”diam) min8

PINCH SALAD PLATE
C100-SP-PK pink  (8-1/2”diam) min8

PINCH DINNER PLATE
C100-DP-PK  pink  (10-3/4”diam) min8

PINCH PASTA BOWL
C100-PB-GY  grey 

C100-PB-WH  white 
C100-PB-PK  pink

(8”diam x 1-3/4” h) min8

PINCH SALAD  BOWL SMALL
C100-SB-SM-GY grey   

C100-SB-SM-WH white    
C100-SB-SM-PK  pink   

(8”diam x 3” h) min2

PINCH SALAD  BOWL LARGE
C100-SB-LG-GY grey   

C100-SB-LG-WH white    
C100-SB-LG-PK  pink   

(10-3/4”diam x 3-1/2” h) min2

PINCH CEREAL BOWL
C100-CB-GY  grey 

C100-CB-WH  white 
C100-CB-PK  pink

(6-1/4”diam x 2-3/4” h) min8

PINCH PITCHER
C100-P-GY  grey   C100-P-WH white   C100-P-PK pink

(3-1/2”diam x 3-1/2” h, 11.5 oz) min2

PINCH MUG
C100-MG-GY  grey  C100-MG-WH  white  C100-MG-PK  pink

(3-1/2”diam x 3-1/2” h, 11.5 oz) min8

NEW!

NEW! NEW! NEW!

NEW! NEW! NEW!

NEW! NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

ABBESSES
4PPS

includes a salad plate, dinner 
plate, cereal bowl and mug

C100-PPS-GY grey
C100-PPS-WH white

C100-PPS-PK pink
min1
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ABBESSES PLATTER
C37-PLS-BLACK  small black rim  

(13-1/2" L x  10" W) min2 

ABBESSES OBLONG PLATE
 C37-OBL-BLACK  black rim 

(13-1/2”L x 3”W) min4

ABBESSES OBLONG PLATE
 C37-OBL-YLW  yellow  rim 

(13-1/2”L x 3”W) min4

ABBESSES PLATTER
C37-PLS-YLW  small yellow  rim  

(13-1/2" L x  10" W) min2 

ABBESSES MUG
C37-MG-BLACK black rim  C37-MG-YLW yellow rim

(3-1/2” W  x 4-1/2” L x 3-3/4"H, 10 oz.) min8

ABBESSES ESPRESSO MUG
C37-ES2-BLACK black rim  C37-ES2-YLW yellow rim

(2-1/2”diam x 3" H) min8

ABBESSES LARGE BOWL
C37-BWL-LG-BLACK black rim

(9-1/2”diam x 4-1/2" H) min2

ABBESSES LARGE BOWL
C37-BWL-LG-YLW  yelllow rim
(9-1/2”diam x 4-1/2" H) 0061/min2

ABBESSES SMALL BOWL
C37-BWL-SM-BLACK black rim 

 (4-1/2” diam x 2-1/2"H) min8 

ABBESSES SMALL BOWL
C37-BWL-SM-YLW yellow rim

 (4-1/2” diam x 2-1/2"H) min8 

ABBESSES MEDIUM BOWL
C37-BWL-MD-BLACK black rim

(6”diam x 3"H) min8

ABBESSES MEDIUM BOWL
C37-BWL-MD-YLW yellow rim

(6”diam x 3"H) min8

ABBESSES PLATES
C37-PLT-SM-BLACK small w/ black rim  (4-3/4”diam) min8

C37-PLT-MD-BLACK medium w/ black  rim  (8-1/2”diam) min8 
C37-PLT-LG-BLACK large w/ black rim (10-1/2”diam) min8

ABBESSES PLATES
C37-PLT-SM-YLW small w/ yellow rim  (4-3/4”diam) min8

C37-PLT-MD-YLW medium w/ yellow rim  (8-1/2”diam) min8
C37-PLT-LG-YLW large w/ yellow rim (10-1/2”diam) min8

Abbesses
Named a design classic by 
Elle Décor, our best-selling 
Abbesses porcelain dinnerware 
reflects its European heritage 
through its understated elegance. 
A single, hand-painted line outlines 
the simple organic shapes. Now 
offered with a sleek black rim and 
a bright, bold yellow rim, Abbesses 
is a simple and elegant classic for 
your dining table.

ABBESSES
4PPS

includes a large plate, medium 
plate, medium bowl and mug

C37-PPS-BLACK black rim
C37-PPS-YLW yellow rim

min1

ABBESSES PASTA BOWL
C37-BWL-PB-BLACK black rim 

 (6-3/4” diam x 1-3/4"H) min8  

ABBESSES PASTA BOWL
C37-BWL-PB-YLW yellow rim 

 (6-3/4” diam x 1-3/4"H) min8  

Microwave & dishwasher safe. 
Due to hand-painted rim,  color variations may exist.

NEW! NEW!
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ABBESSES LARGE BOWL
C37-BWL-LG-BL blue rim
C37-BWL-LG-RL red rim

(9-1/2”diam x 4-1/2" H) min2

ABBESSES PASTA BOWL
C37-BWL-PB-BL blue rim
C37-BWL-PB-RL red rim 

 (6-3/4” diam x 1-3/4"H) min8 

ABBESSES CUP
C37-CP-BL blue rim
C37-CP-RL red rim

(3” W x 3-1/2” L x 3"H, 8 oz.) 
min8

ABBESSES PLATTERS
C37-PLS-BL small blue rim  C37-PLS-RL  small red rim  (13-1/2" L x  10" W) min2
*C37-PLL-BL  large blue rim  *C37-PLL-RL large red rim  (16-1/2" L x  12" W) min2 

ABBESSES OBLONG PLATE
C37-OBL-BL blue rim, C37-OBL-RL red rim 

(13-1/2”L x 3”W) min4

ABBESSES PITCHER
C37-P-BL blue rim  C37-P-RL red rim    

(5-1/2”diam x 8-3/4” H, 34 oz) min2

ABBESSES CREAMER
C37-CRM-LG-BL blue rim
C37-CRM-LG-RL red rim

(2-1/4”diam x 3-1/4”H, 5.5 0z.)  min4

ABBESSES SUGAR BOWL
, C37-SG-BL blue rim

C37-SG-RL red rim
(3-1/4”diam x 4-3/4” H) min4

ABBESSES MUG
C37-MG-BL blue rim
 C37-MG-RL red rim

(3-1/2” W  x 4-1/2” L x 3-3/4"H, 10 oz.)
min8

ABBESSES  4 PPS
includes a large & medium plate, medium bowl and mug

C37-PPS-RL red rim  C37-PPS-BL blue rim
C37-PPS-GR green rim  C37-PPS-GY grey rim  

min1

ABBESSES PLATES
C37-PLT-SM-RL small w/ red rim  (4-3/4”diam) min8 

C37-PLT-MD-RL medium w/ red rim  (8-1/2”diam) min8
C37-PLT-LG-RL large w/ red rim (10-1/2”diam) min8 

ABBESSES PLATES
C37-PLT-SM-BL small w/ blue rim  (4-3/4”diam) min8 

C37-PLT-MD-BL medium w/ blue rim (8-1/2”diam) min8 
C37-PLT-LG-BL large w/ blue rim  (10-1/2”diam) min8

ABBESSES MEDIUM BOWL
C37-BWL-MD-BL blue rim
C37-BWL-MD-RL red rim

(6”diam x 3"H) min8

ABBESSES SMALL BOWL
C37-BWL-SM-BL blue rim
C37-BWL-SM-RL red rim

 (4-1/2” diam x 2-1/2"H) min8 

Abbesses

ABBESSES PLATES
C37-PLT-SM-GR small w/ green rim  (4-3/4”diam) min8

C37-PLT-MD-GR medium w/ green rim  (8-1/2”diam) min8
C37-PLT-LG-GR large w/ green rim (10-1/2”diam) min8

ABBESSES PLATES
C37-PLT-SM-GY small w/ grey rim (4-3/4”diam) min8

C37-PLT-MD-GY medium w/ grey rim (8-1/2”diam) min8
C37-PLT-LG-GY large w/ grey rim (10-1/2”diam) min8

ABBESSES CUP
C37-CP-GR green rim  
C37-CP-GY grey rim

(3” W x 3-1/2” L x 3"H, 8 oz.) 
min8

ABBESSES CREAMER
C37-CRM-LG-GR green rim,

C37-CRM-LG-GY grey rim
(2-1/4”diam x 3-1/4”H, 5.5 0z.) min4

ABBESSES SUGAR BOWL
, C37-SG-GR green rim  

C37-SG-GY grey rim
(3-1/4”diam x 4-3/4” H) min4

ABBESSES SMALL BOWL
C37-BWL-SM-GR green rim
C37-BWL-SM-GY grey rim
 (4-1/2” diam x 2-1/2"H) min8

ABBESSES PASTA BOWL
C37-BWL-PB-GR green rim
C37-BWL-PB-GY grey rim

 (6-3/4” diam x 1-3/4"H) min8 

ABBESSES PLATTERS
C37-PLS-GR small green rim  C37-PLS-GY small grey rim  (13-1/2" L x  10" W) min2
*C37-PLL-GR large green rim  *C37-PLL-GY large grey rim  (16-1/2" L x  12" W) min2 

ABBESSES MEDIUM BOWL
C37-BWL-MD-GR green rim
C37-BWL-MD-GY grey rim

(6”diam x 3"H) min8

ABBESSES OBLONG PLATE
C37-OBL-GR green rim C37-OBL-GY grey rim 

(13-1/2”L x 3”W) min4

ABBESSES PITCHER
C37-P-GR green rim  C37-P-GY grey rim    

(5-1/2”diam x 8-3/4” H, 34 oz) min2

Abbesses

ABBESSES MUG
C37-MG-GR green rim  
C37-MG-GY grey rim

(3-1/2” W  x 4-1/2” L x 3-3/4"H, 10 oz.) 
min8

ABBESSES LARGE BOWL
C37-BWL-LG-GR green rim 
C37-BWL-LG-GY grey rim
(9-1/2”diam x 4-1/2" H) min2

ABBESSES 
ESPRESSO CUP

C37-ES2-BL blue rim 
C37-ES2-RL red rim

(2-1/2”diam x 3" H) min8

ABBESSES 
ESPRESSO CUP

C37-ES2-GR green rim  
C37-ES2-GY grey rim

(2-1/2”diam x 3" H) min8

NEW! NEW!NEW! NEW!
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ABBESSES CUP
C37-CP-GL gold rim  

C37-CP-PL platinum rim
(3” W x 3-1/2” L x 3"H, 8 oz.) min8

ABBESSES MUG
C93-MG-GOLD noir w/gold rim

(3-1/2” W  x 4-1/2” L x 3-3/4"H, 10 oz.)
min8 

ABBESSES ESPRESSO CUP
C93-ES2-GOLD noir w/gold rim

(2-1/2”diam x 3" H) min8
min8 

ABBESSES LARGE BOWL
C37-BWL-LG-GL gold rim

C37-BWL-LG-PL  platinum rim
(9-1/2”diam x 4-1/2" H) min2

ABBESSES LARGE BOWL
C93-BWL-LG-GOLD noir w/gold rim 

(9-1/2”diam x 4-1/2" H) 
min2

ABBESSES SMALL BOWL
C37-BWL-SM-GL gold rim 

C37-BWL-SM-PL platinum rim 
 (4-1/2” diam x 2-1/2"H) min8 

ABBESSES SMALL BOWL
C93-BWL-SM-GOLD noir w/gold rim 

 (4-1/2” diam x 2-1/2"H) 
min8 

ABBESSES MEDIUM BOWL
C37-BWL-MD-GL gold rim

C37-BWL-MD-PL platinum rim
(6”diam x 3"H) min8

ABBESSES MEDIUM BOWL
C93-BWL-MD-GOLD noir w/gold rim 

(6”diam x 3"H) 
min8

Abbesses Metallics

Abbesses Noir

ABBESSES
4PPS

includes a large plate, medium 
plate, medium bowl and mug

C93-PPS-GOLD noir w/gold rim
min 1

ABBESSES
4PPS

includes a large plate, medium 
plate, medium bowl and mug

C37-PPS-GL gold rim
C37-PPS-PL platinum rim  

min1

ABBESSES PLATES
C37-PLT-SM-PL small w/ platinum rim  (4-3/4”diam) min8

C37-PLT-MD-PL medium w/ platinum rim  (8-1/2”diam) min8
C37-PLT-LG-PL large w/ platinum rim  (10-1/2”diam) min8

Not microwave safe.
Dishwasher safe, but hand-washing is recommended. 

ABBESSES PLATTERS
C37-PLS-PL  small  platinum rim  

C37-PLS-GL  small gold rim  
(13-1/2” L x  10” W) min2

ABBESSES OBLONG PLATE
C37-OBL-GL gold rim

C37-OBL-PL patinum rim   
(13-1/2”L x 3”W) min4

ABBESSES CREAMER
C37-CRM-LG-GL gold rim

C37-CRM-LG-PL platinum rim 
(2-1/4”diam x 3-1/4”H, 5.5 0z.)  min4

ABBESSES PLATES
C37-PLT-SM-GL small w/ gold rim  (4-3/4”diam) min8

C37-PLT-MD-GL medium w/ gold  rim  (8-1/2”diam) min8
C37-PLT-LG-GL large w/ gold rim (10-1/2”diam) min8

ABBESSES PLATES
C93-PLT-SM-GOLD small  noir w/ gold rim  (4-3/4”diam) min8
C93-PLT-MD-GOLDmedium w/ gold  rim  (8-1/2”diam) min8 

C93-PLT-LG-GOLDlarge w/ gold rim (10-1/2”diam) min8

ABBESSES NOIR PLATTER
C93-PLS-GOLD small 
(16-1/2” L x  12” W) min2

NEW!

ABBESSES 
ESPRESSO CUP

C37-ES2-GL gold rim 
C37-ES2-PL platinum rim

(2-1/2”diam x 3" H) min8

NEW! NEW!
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Dauville

DAUVILLE  ICE BUCKET 
C34-IB gold glazed  (6”Diam x 7-3/4”H)  min2

DAUVILLE CEREAL BOWL
C34-CB gold glazed  C35-CB platinum glazed

(6-1/4”Diam x 2-1/2"H)  min8

DAUVILLE CUP & SAUCER
C34-TCP gold glazed  C35-TCP platinum glazed

Cup (4” Diam x  2-1/4" H, 9 oz.), Saucer (6-1/8" Diam)  min4

DAUVILLE CAKE STAND
C34-CK gold glazed  C35-CK platinum glazed

 (11-1/2”Diam x 6”H)  min2

DAUVILLE  ICE BUCKET 
C35-IB platinum glazed  (6”Diam x 7-3/4”H)  min2

DAUVILLE  SALAD PLATE
C34-SP gold glazed (8-1/4”Diam)  min8

DAUVILLE  DINNER PLATE
C34-DP gold glazed (10-1/4”Diam)  min8

DAUVILLE  SALAD  PLATE
C35-SP platinum glazed (8-1/4”Diam)  min8

DAUVILLE  DINNER  PLATE
C35-DP platinum glazed (10-1/4”Diam)  min8

DAUVILLE  5 PPS
includes a dinner & salad plate, cereal bowl, and cup & saucer

C34-PPS gold glazed  C35-PPS platinum glazed  min1

DAUVILLE 
PLATTER

C34-PLS  gold glazed  
C35-PLS platinum glazed  

(14-1/2“L x 9”W)  min2

DAUVILLE SERVING BOWL
C34-SB gold glazed  C35-SB platinum glazed

(10”Diam x 3"H)  min2

DAUVILLE  MUG
C34-MG gold glazed  C35-MG platinum glazed, 

(3-3/4” Diam x 5”H, 16 oz)  min8

DAUVILLE GOLD COASTERS
C34-CST-SET set of 4 (4” diam)  min 2 sets

DAUVILLE GOLD SMALL PLATES
C34-TBP-SET set of 4 (5-1/4” diam)  min 2 sets

DAUVILLE CHARCOAL 
GOLD COASTERS

C34-CH-CST-SET set of 4 (4” diam)  min 2 sets
DAUVILLE CHARCOAL 
GOLD SMALL PLATES

C34-CH-TBP-SET set of 4 (5-1/4” diam)  min 2 sets

DAUVILLE CHARCOAL 
PLATINUM COASTERS

C34-CH-CST-SET set of 4 (4” diam)  min 2 sets
DAUVILLE CHARCOAL 

PLATINUM SMALL PLATES
C34-CH-TBP-SET set of 4 (5-1/4” diam)  min 2 sets

DAUVILLE PLATINUM COASTERS
C35-CST-SET set of 4 (4” diam)  min 2 sets

DAUVILLE PLATINUM SMALL PLATES
C35-TBP-SET set of 4 (5-1/4” diam)  min 2 sets

DAUVILLE  CHARGER
C35-CH platinum glazed 

(12” diam)  min2

DAUVILLE  CHARGER
C34-CH gold glazed 

(12” diam)  min2

DAUVILLE VOTIVE
C34-V-R  round gold glazed  (2-1/2” Diam x 2-1/4" H)  min4

C34-V-T  straight gold glazed  (2-1/2” Diam x 2-1/4" H)  min4

DAUVILLE VOTIVE
C35-V-R  round platinum glazed  (2-1/2” diam x 2-1/4" H)  min4

C35-V-T  straight platinum glazed  (2-1/2” diam x 2-1/4" H)  min4

DAUVILLE  
BOTTLE COASTER

*C34-BC gold glazed, 
*C35-BC platinum glazed 

(4-3/4”Diam x 1-1/4”H)  min2

Not microwave safe, hand-washing is recommended. 
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DAUVILLE  PLATINUM BOWL
C35-SM small  (3-1/4” diam x 1-1/2”H)  min4

C35-LG large (3-3/4” diam x 2”H)  min4
C35-XL extra large  (6-7/8” diam x 2-1/2"H)  min2

LARGE PEBBLE DISH - CHARCOAL BODY
C50-LG-GD large gold glazed

C50-LG-PL large platinum glazed 
(5-1/2”L x 3-1/4”W)  min4

SMALL PEBBLE DISH - CHARCOAL BODY
*C50-SM-PL small platinum glazed 

(4-1/4”L x 3”W)  min4

DAUVILLE GOLD
MULTIPLE STEM BUD VASE

C34-VS-WM gold mid-glazed 
(4”Diam x4-1/4"H)  min4

C34-VS-WT gold top-glazed 
(4”Diam x 4-1/4"H)  min4

DAUVILLE CHARCOAL GOLD
MULTIPLE STEM BUD VASE
C34-VS-WM-BLK  gold mid-glazed 

(4”Diam x4-1/4"H)  min4
C34-VS-WT-BLK gold top-glazed 

(4”Diam x 4-1/4"H)  min4

DAUVILLE CHARCOAL PLATINUM
MULTIPLE STEM BUD VASE

C35-VS-WM-BLK  platinum mid-glazed 
(4”Diam x4-1/4"H)  min4

C35-VS-WT-BLK platinum top-glazed 
(4”Diam x 4-1/4"H)  min4

DAUVILLE PLATINUM 
MULTIPLE STEM BUD VASE
C35-VS-WM platinum mid-glazed 

(4”Diam x 4-1/4"H)  min4
C35-VS-WT platinum top-glazed 

(4”Diam x 4-1/4"H)  min4

DAUVILLE  GOLD BOWL
C34-SM small  (3-1/4” diam x 1-1/2”H)  min4

C34-LG large (3-3/4” diam x 2”H)  min4
C34-XL extra large   (6-7/8” diam x 2-1/2"H)  min2

DAUVILLE CHARCOAL GOLD BOWL
C34-SM-CH small  (3-1/4” diam x 1-1/2”H)  min4

C34-LG-CH large (4” diam x 2”H)  min4
C34-XL-CH extra large   (6-7/8” diam x 2-1/2"H)  min2

DAUVILLE CHARCOAL 
PLATINUM BOWL

C35-SM-CH small  (3-1/4” diam x 1-1/2”H)  min4
C35-LG-CH large (4” diam x 2”H)  min4

C35-XL-CH extra large (6-7/8” diam x 2-1/2"H) min2

Dauville Dauville Bleu
NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!

PEBBLE DISH- WHITE BODY
C46-LG-GD large gold glazed 

C46-LG-PL large platinum glazed 
(5-1/2”L x 3-1/4”W)  min4

DAUVILLE OVAL PLATTER
C34-OP-LG gold glazed  

C35-OP-LG  platinum glazed
(11”L x 6”W)  min2

DAUVILLE CHARCOAL
OVAL PLATTER

C34-CH-OP-SM gold glazed  
C35-CH-OP-SM  platinum glazed

(11”L x 6”W)  min2

DAUVILLE BLEU DINNER PLATE
C34-DP-BL gold glazed (10-1/4" Diam) min8 

DAUVILLE BLEU SALAD PLATE
C34-SP-BL gold glazed (8-1/4" Diam) min8 

DAUVILLE BLEU
CUP & SAUCER 

C34-TCP-BL gold glazed
Cup (4” Diam x  2-1/4" H, 9 oz.), 

Saucer (6-1/8" Diam)  min4

DAUVILLE BLEU
CEREAL BOWL

C34-CB-BL  gold glazed
(6-1/5" Diam x 2-1/5" H) min8 

NEW!
NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

Not microwave safe. dishwasher safe, 
but hand-washing is recommended.

DAUVILLE NAPKIN RING 4PC SET
*C34-NPR- SET gold  min2

*C35-NPR-SET platinum  min2

We are told our Dauville collection has become the standard 
bearer for glamourous yet relaxed dining. If you are ready for an 

update, then try mixing in the unexpected blue dipped and gold 
rimmed version.  Each piece of this collection is hand dipped in a 
stunning cornflower blue. Our crafts people have been trained to 

vary each piece so that no two pieces are exactly a like. We’ve tried 
to give a good suggestion of how they will vary in our photos but 

don’t be surprised if yours is slightly different – lucky you, we love 
having something that is one of a kind!
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LA VIENNE SALAD PLATE
C91-SP-BL blue  (8-1/4”diam)  min8
LA VIENNE DINNER PLATE
C91-DP-BL blue (10-1/2”diam)  min8

LA VIENNE MUG
C91-MG-BL blue  C91-MG-GY grey  C91-MG-CEL celadon 

(3”diam x 3-1/2"H, 12 oz)  min8

LA VIENNE ESPRESSO CUP
C91-ESS-BL blue  C91-ESS-GY grey  C91-ESS-CEL celadon 

cup (2.25”diam x 2.3"H)  saucer (4.75" diam)  min8

LA VIENNE CUP & SAUCER
C91-TCP-BL blue  C91-TCP-GY grey  C91-TCP-CEL celadon 

cup (3.5”diam x 2.5"H)  saucer (6" diam)  min8

LA VIENNE SALAD PLATE
C91-SP-GY grey  (8-1/4”diam)  min8
LA VIENNE DINNER PLATE
C91-DP-GY grey  (10-1/2”diam)  min8

LA VIENNE SALAD PLATE
C91-SP-CEL celadon  (8-1/4”diam)  min8

LA VIENNE DINNER PLATE
C91-DP-CEL celadon  (10-1/2”diam)  min8

La Vienne

LA VIENNE PASTA BOWL
C91-PB-BL blue  C91-PB-GY grey  C91-PB-CEL celadon   

(9”diam) min8

LA VIENNE SERVING BOWL
C91-SB-BL blue  C91-SB-GY grey  C91-SB-CEL celadon  

(9.8”diam x 4.3" h,  42 oz) min1

LA VIENNE
4PPS

includes a dinner plate, salad 
plate, pasta bowl and mug

C91-PPS-BL blue  C91-PPS-GY grey  
C91-PPS-CEL celadon 

min1

La Vienne
Our first collection of fine china, La Vienne is made in Portugal by a 

factory that specializes in the time-honored methods also used in 
Limoges, France.  The high-fired porcelain bodies, combined with 

classic shapes and metallic, purposefully irregular accents, make this 
collection the essence of contemporary elegance.  We believe the 

soft colors work well together as a family for those who enjoy mixing 
but are equally as stunning on their own.

Not microwave safe. Dishwasher safe, but hand-washing is recommended. 
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SHELL BISQUE 
TINY BOWL

C71-BWL-TY-BL blue 
C71-BWL-TY-WH white
 C71-BWL-TY-GY grey
(2-1/2"diam x 1"H)  min8  

SHELL BISQUE 
ESPRESSO

C71-ES-BL blue 
C71-ES-WH white
 C71-ES-GY grey

(2-1/2"diam x 2-1/2"H)  min4  

SHELL BISQUE SALAD PLATE
C71-SP-BL blue (8-1/2” diam)  min8 

SHELL BISQUE DINNER PLATE
C71-DP-BL blue (11” diam)  min8 

SHELL BISQUE SALAD PLATE
C71-SP-WH white (8-1/2” diam)  min8

SHELL BISQUE DINNER PLATE
C71-DP-WH white (11” diam)  min8

  

SHELL BISQUE SALAD PLATE
C71-SP-GY grey (8-1/2” diam)  min8

SHELL BISQUE DINNER PLATE
C71-DP-GY grey (11” diam)  min8  

SHELL BISQUE TIDBIT PLATE
C71-TBP-BL blue (5” diam)  min8  

SHELL BISQUE TIDBIT PLATE
C71-TBP-WH white (5” diam)  min8  

SHELL BISQUE TIDBIT PLATE
C71-TBP-GY grey (5” diam)  min8  

SHELL BISQUE 4 PPS 
includes a dinner &, salad 

plate, cereal bowl and mug
C71-PPS-BL blue  min1

C71-PPS-WH white  min1
C71-PPS-GY grey  min1

SHELL BISQUE CEREAL BOWL
C71-CB-BL blue  C71-CB-WH white 

C71-CB-GY grey
(6-3/4” diam x 2-1/2"H)  min8 

SHELL BISQUE PITCHER
C71-P-BL blue  C71-P-WH white  C71-P-GY grey

(3-3/4” Diam x  6-1/2"W x 7”H, 36 oz)  min2  

SHELL BISQUE SALAD SERVING BOWL
C71-SSB-BL blue  C71-SSB-WH white  C71-SSB-GY grey  

(14” diam x 2”H)  min2

SHELL BISQUE ROUND SERVING BOWL
C71-SBR-BL blue  C71-SBR-WH white 

C71-SBR-GY grey 
(10"diam x 3"H)  min2  

SHELL BISQUE MUG
C71-MG-BL blue  C71-MG-WH white  C71-MG-GY grey

(3-1/2” diam x 3-1/2”H, 14 oz)  min8  

SHELL BISQUE PASTA BOWL
C71-PB-BL blue  C71-PB-WH white  C71-PB-GY grey    

(8” diam x 1-3/4"H)  min8

Shell Bisque

SHELL BISQUE 
SMALL BOWL

C71-BWL-SM-BL blue
C71-BWL-SM-WH white
 C71-BWL-SM-GY grey

(4-1/2"diam x 1-3/4"H)  min8  

Shell Bisque
A perennial favorite, Shell Bisque distinguishes 

itself through its thin porcelain body. Soft, 
translucent glazes are applied by hand, leading to 

complimentary hues where every piece has its 
own unique shade.

Shell Bisque
A perennial favorite, Shell 
Bisque distinguishes itself 
through its thin porcelain 

body. Soft, translucent 
glazes are applied by hand, 
leading to complimentary 

hues where every piece 
has its own unique shade.

 Microwave & dishwasher safe. Due to transparent glazing 
technique, color variations may exist.
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SHELL BISQUE SALAD SERVING BOWL
C71-SSB-MS mist, C71-SSB-SP soft pink,

(14” diam x 2”H) min1

SHELL BISQUE PASTA BOWL
C71-PB-MS mist, C71-PB-SP soft pink  

(8” diam x 1-3/4"H) min8  

SHELL BISQUE 
CEREAL BOWL

C71-CB-MS mist
 C71-CB-SP soft pink 

(6-3/4” diam x 2-1/2"H)  min8

SHELL BISQUE 
SMALL BOWL

C71-BWL-SM-MS mist
C71-BWL-SM-SP soft pink 
(4-1/2"diam x 1-3/4"H)  min8  

SHELL BISQUE 
TINY BOWL

C71-BWL-TY-MS mist
C71-BWL-TY-SP soft pink   

(2-1/2"diam x 1"H)  min8  

SHELL BISQUE SALAD PLATE
C71-SP-MS mist (8-1/2” diam)  min8 

SHELL BISQUE DINNER PLATE
C71-DP-MS mist (11” diam)  min8 

SHELL BISQUE SALAD PLATE
C71-SP-SP soft pink (8-1/2” diam)  min8 

SHELL BISQUE DINNER PLATE
C71-DP-SP soft pink (11” diam)  min8 

SHELL BISQUE TIDBIT PLATE
C71-TBP-MS mist (5” diam)  min8  

SHELL BISQUE TIDBIT PLATE
C71-TBP-SP soft pink (5” diam)  min8  

SHELL BISQUE PITCHER
C71-P-MS mist  C71-P-SP soft pink

(3-3/4” Diam x  6-1/2"W x 7”H, 36 oz)  min2  

SHELL BISQUE MUG
C71-MG-MS mist  C71-MG-SP soft pink

(3-1/2” diam x 3-1/2”H, 14 oz)  min8  

SHELL BISQUE 4 PPS 
PACKAGING

includes  a dinner plate, 
salad plate, cereal bowl 

and mug
C71-PPS-MS mist

C71-PPS-SP soft pink

SHELL BISQUE 
ROUND SERVING BOWL

C71-SBR-MS mist  C71-SBR-SP soft pink 
(10"diam x 3"H)  min2  

Shell Bisque

 Microwave & dishwasher safe. Due to transparent glazing technique, color variations may exist.

A perennial favorite, Shell Bisque 
distinguishes itself through its thin 
porcelain body and soft, translucent 

glazes.  The glazes are applied by 
hand on each piece, resulting in an 

array of washed, complimentary 
hues.  Every piece has its own 
unique shade, making each a 

handmade work of art.

Shell Bisque
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MAXWELL RYAN SALAD PLATE
C89-SP-WH matte white  (9” Diam) min8  

MAXWELL RYAN DINNER PLATE
C89-DP-WH matte white  (11” Diam ) min8  

 

MAXWELL RYAN SALAD PLATE
C89-SP-GY grey (9” Diam)  min8  

MAXWELL RYAN DINNER PLATE
C89-DP-GY grey  (11” Diam )  min8

 

MAXWELL RYAN SMALL MUG
C89-MG-SM-WH matte white  C89-MG-SM-GY grey

(3-3/4” Diam x 3-1/2" H, 14 oz)  min8  

MAXWELL RYAN LARGE MUG
C89-MG-LG-WH matte white  C89-MG-LG-GY grey

(3-3/4” Diam x 4" H, 16 oz)  min8 

MAXWELL RYAN FRUIT BOWL
C89-FB-WH matte white  C89-FB-GY grey 

(4-1/2” Diam x 2-1/2"H)  min8  

MAXWELL RYAN CEREAL BOWL
C89-CB-WH matte white 

C89-CB-GY grey
(5-3/4” Diam x 3-1/4" H)  min8

 

MAXWELL RYAN PASTA BOWL
C89-PB-WH matte white  

C89-PB-GY grey 
(9-3/4” Diam x 1-3/4" H)  min8

 

MAXWELL RYAN NAPKIN
  *T141-NP-WN wine   

(16-1/4” Lx 16-1/4" W )  min8

MAXWELL RYAN SHORT RUNNER / PLACEMAT
*T141-RN-NA natural  *T141-RN-SA salmon  *T141-RN-WN wine   

(19-3/4” W x 57" L)  min2  

MAXWELL RYAN GLASSES
G35-LG large (3-1/2” Diam x 4-3/4" H, 22 oz )  min8   

G35-MD wine (3” Diam x 3-1/2" H, 12 oz )  min8  
G35-SM small (3” Diam x 2-1/2" H, 8 oz )  min8   

Maxwell Ryan Collaboration
Finding the perfect tableware isn’t easy, but Maxwell Ryan 
(of Apartment Therapy) and Canvas Home have created 
a new collection focused on clean, practical elegance. This 
everyday collection is the perfect complement for breakfast, 
lunch or a fancy dinner.

Drawing inspiration from honest restaurant crockery, its 
handmade qualities make it traditional and timeless, with 
a contemporary twist. Paired with elegant table linens from 
France and three perfectly crafted glasses – juice, wine and 
water – this stoneware collection is fit for any occasion and 
will stand the test of time.

MAXWELL RYAN
4PPS

includes a dinner plate, salad 
plate, cereal bowl and large mug

C89-PPS-WH matte white
C89-PPS-GY grey white 

min1

 Microwave & dishwasher safe.
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SALAMANCA SALAD PLATE
C92-SP-WH white  (8-1/4”diam) min8

SALAMANCA DINNER PLATE
C92-DP-WH white (11”diam) min8

SALAMANCA 
4PPS

includes a dinner plate, salad 
plate, cereal bowl and mug

C92-PPS-WH white  
C92-PPS-BLK black

C92-PPS-STR b&w stripe  
min1

SALAMANCA SALAD PLATE
C92-SP-STR  b&w stripe  (8-1/4”diam) min8

SALAMANCA DINNER PLATE
C92-DP-STR   b&w stripe (11”diam) min8

SALAMANCA SALAD PLATE
C92-SP-BLK  black  (8-1/4”diam) min8

SALAMANCA DINNER PLATE
C92-DP-BLK   black (11”diam) min8

SALAMANCA MUG
C92-MG-WH white  C92-MG-BLK black  C92-MG-STR b&w stripe 

(3-1/2”diam x 4-1/2" h, 15 oz.) min8

SALAMANCA PITCHER
C92-P-WH white  C92-P-BLK black  C92-P-STR b&w stripe 

(4-1/2”diam x 8-1/4" h, 48 oz.) min2

SALAMANCA CEREAL BOWL
C92-CB-WH white  C92-CB-BLK black  C92-CB-STR b&w stripe 

(6”diam x 3-1/2" h) min8

SALAMANCA PASTA BOWL
C92-PB-WH white  C92-PB-BLK black  C92-PB-STR b&w stripe 

(8-1/4”diam x 2" h) min8

SALAMANCA SERVING BOWL
C92-SB-WH white  C92-SB-BLK black  C92-SB-STR b&w stripe 

(11-1/2”diam x 4" h) min2

SALAMANCA FRUIT BOWL
C92-FB-WH white  C92-FB-BLK black  C92-FB-STR b&w stripe 

(5-1/4”diam x 2-3/4" h.) min8

SALAMANCA VASE
C92-V-WH white  C92-V-BLK black  C92-V-STR b&w stripe 

(4-1/2”diam x 8" h, 48 oz.) 0061/min2

Microwave & dishwasher safe.  Due to hand-glazing, pattern variations may exist. Not microwave or dishwasher safe.  We recommend hand-washing due to the metallic glazing.

Salamanca
This dinnerwre collection focuses on 

soft shapes and beautiful matte glazes.  
We worked with a small maker outside 

Barcelona using local clay and specifically 
developed new glazes - a  soft off-white 

and an amazing light-absorbing black.  
We then combined them in a fun striped 

motif.  They all have an amazing texture 
that reminded us of the famous 

sandstone buildings in Salamanca.
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RED  DINNERWARE
C28-BWL-RD  tall bowl red (6”diam x 3”H)  min8

C28-SP-RD salad plate red (8”diam)  min8
C28-DP-RD dinner plate red (11”diam)  min8

WHITE  DINNERWARE
C28-BWL-WH tall bowl white (6”diam x 3”H)  min8

C28-SP-WH salad plate white (8”diam)  min8
C28-DP-WH dinner plate white (11”diam)  min8

TINWARE MUG 
C28-MG-RD red  C28-MG-WH white  C28-MG-BL blue  C28-MG-SL dark slate  C28-MG-GR green

C28-MG-LG light grey  C28-MG-TL teal  C28-MG-CB cashmere blue  C28-MG-PG pea green  C28-MG-YL yellow  C28-MG-PK pink
(4”diam x 3-3/4”H, 16oz)  min4

Mimicking vintage metalware, our 
bestselling Tinware Collection 
is crafted in hefty stoneware, 
complete with realistic distressed 
edges that make it look like it has 
survived 100 camping trips.  

Tinware

TINWARE ESPRESSO MUG 
C28-ES-RD red  C28-ES-WH white  C28-ES-LG light grey  

C28-ES-CB cashmere blue  C28-ES-PG pea green  C28-ES-YL yellow  C28-ES-PK pink 
(2-1/4”diam x 2”H, 4 oz)  min4

TINWARE ESPRESSO MUG GIFT SET
C28-ES-GFT set of 6 assorted colors

(2-1/4”diam x 2”H, 4 oz)  min2

TINWARE
4PPS

includes a dinner plate, salad 
plate, bowl and mug

C28-PPS-RD red
C28-PPS-WH white

min1

 Microwave & dishwasher safe. 
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CIARA DINNER PLATE
*C77-DP-GY grey

(11” diam )  min8  
 

CIARA MUG
*C77-MG-GY grey 

*C77-MG-WH matte white  
(4” diam x 4”H, 18 oz)  min8  

CIARA 
FRUIT BOWL
*C77-FB-GY grey 

*C77-FB-WH matte white
(4"diam x 2-1/2"H)

min8  
CIARA CEREAL BOWL

*C77-CB-GY grey  (6”diam x 3”H) min8  

CIARA SERVING BOWL
*C77-SB-GY grey 

(10"diam x 5"H)  
min2 

LINES PITCHER
*C76-P-BL blue rim  *C76-P-WH  white  

(4"diam x 8-1/2"H, 48oz)  min2

Ciara
Collaboration with Barbara Eigen

LINES SERVING BOWL
*C76-SB-BL blue rim  *C76-SB-WH white  

(10"diam x 4-1/2"H)  min2

CIARA
4PPS

includes a dinner plate, salad 
plate, cereal bowl and mug

C77-PPS-GY grey
min1

Serveware

STROUD ROUND 
SERVING BOWL
*C300-SB-AQ  aqua   
(12-3/4"L x 3"W)  min2

STROUD ROUND 
SERVING BOWL
*C300-SB-BG beige

(12-3/4"L x 3"W)  min2

STROUD ROUND BOARD
*C300-RCB-AQ  aqua  *C300-RCB-BG beige

(11"L x 9-3/4"W)  min4

STROUD RECTANGULAR 
CHEESE BOARD

*C300-CB-AQ  aqua  *C300-CB-BG beige
(12-3/4"L x 4-1/2"W)  min4

CECILY NAPKIN RING 4PC GIFT SET
*A186-GFT-BL blue  *A186-GFT-PK pink  min2

Sintra Bowls

Lines

SINTRA EXTRA LARGE BOWL
C45-XL-TL teal C45-XL-GY grey C45-XL-WH white  C45-XL-DB deep blue C45-XL-GR green C45-XL-PK pink  

(15”diam x 8”H) min2

CIARA PASTA BOWL
*C77-PB-GY grey 

(9-1/2” diam x 2"H)  min8  
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GERONA FISH DISH
C95-FISH-BL  blue  C95-FISH-SPL splatter  C95-FISH-WH  white

(14"L x 6-1/4"W)  min2

Gerona

GERONA SALAD BLATE
C95-SP-WH  white   
( 7-1/2”Diam) min8

GERONA DINNER BLATE
C95-DP-WH  white  
( 9-1/2”Diam) min8

NEW!

NEW! NEW! NEW!

NEW! NEW! NEW!

NEW! NEW! NEW!

NEW! NEW!

GERONA OLIVE TRAY
C95-OTR-BL  blue  C95-OTR-SPL splatter  C95-OTR-WH white

(12-1/4"L x 3-1/4"W)  min2

GERONA TAPAS DISH
C95-TPD-BL blue  C95-TPD-SPL splatter  C95-TPD-BL white

(9-1/4"L x 6"W)  min2

GERONA PLATTER
C95-PLT-LRG-SPL splatter C95-PLT-LRG-WH white  

(13-1/2”Diam x 1-3/4”H) min1

GERONA SERVING BOWL
C95-SB-WH  white 

(10”Diam x 3”H) min2

GERONA NESTING BOWLS
C95-BWL-NST-SM-SPL  splatter small (5"Diam x 1-1/2"H)  min2

C95-BWL-NST-MD-SPL  splatter medium (7-3/4"Diam x 2"H)  min2
C95-BWL-NST-LG-SPL  splatter large (11"Diam x 3"H)  min2

C95-FB-LRG-SPL  splatter xl bowl/fruit bowl (15-1/2”Diam x 3-1/2"H)  min2

GERONA NESTING BOWLS
C95-BWL-NST-SM-WH  white small  (5"Diam x 1-1/2"H)  min2

C95-BWL-NST-MD-WH  white medium (7-3/4"Diam x 2"H)  min2
C95-BWL-NST-LG-WH  white large (11"Diam x 3"H)  min2

C95-FB-LRG-WH  white xl bowl/fruit bowl (15-1/2”Diam x 3-1/2"H)  min2

GERONA NESTING BOWLS
C95-BWL-NST-SM-BL  blue small  (5"Diam x 1-1/2"H)  min2

C95-BWL-NST-MD-BL  blue medium (7-3/4"Diam x 2"H)  min2
C95-BWL-NST-LG-BL  blue large (11"Diam x 3"H)  min2

C95-FB-LRG-BG  blue xl bowl/fruit bowl (15-1/2”Diam x 3-1/2"H)  min2
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Taroudant & Anabra

TAROUDANT ROUND TRAYS
*C301-RP-SM small 

(12-3/4”Diam x 1-3/4"H)  min1
*C301-RP-LG large 

(16-1/2”Diam x 2"H)  min1

TAROUDANT ROUND TRAYS
C302-TR-SM-BLK small gunmetal two-toned

(12-3/4”Diam x 1-3/4"H)  min1
C302-TR-LG-WH large white leather two-toned

(16-1/2”Diam x 2"H)  min1

TAROUDANT ASYMMETRICAL 
NESTING BOWLS

C302-BWL-SM-WH small white leather glaze
C302-BWL-SM-BLK small gunmetal  glaze

(10”Diam x 2-1/4"H)  min1
C302-BWL-MD-WH medium white leather glaze

C302-BWL-MD-BLK  medium gunmetal  glaze
(12”Diam x 3-3/4"H)  min1

C302-BWL-LG-WH large white leather glaze
C302-BWL-LG-BLK  large gunmetal  glaze

(14-1/2”Diam x 3-3/4"H)  min1
C302-BWL-NEST-WH bowl set white leather glaze

C302-BWL-NEST-BLK bowl set gunmetal glaze

ANABRA PLATTER BOWLS
*C301-RP-WH-LN white linen texture   C301-PLT-WH matte white   C301-PLT-BNZ bronxe lustre *C301-RP-WH-ST white stripe texture

(15-1/2”Diam x 2-1/2"H)  min1

ANABRA  SHALLOW BOWLS
C301-BWL-WH matte white  C301-BWL-BNZ bronze lustre

(18-1/4”Diam x 3"H)  min1

ANABRA XL BOWLS
C301-BWL-XL-WH matte white  C301-BWL-XL-BNZ bronze lustre

(18-1/4”Diam x 3"H)  min1

NEW!

NEW! NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW! NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

Taroudant & Anabra
After the introduction of our Taroudant and Anabra  collections 
we discovered that we love designing on a grand scale.  Working 
only in porcelain in the Taroudant collection and a local Portuguese 

earthenware in the Anabra collection, the different clays allow us 
to achieve an array of different effects and sizes.  The new 

introductions offer new levels of scale, drama, and utility using 
the same incredible glaze techniques – our dark gun metal 

finishes in shades of greys and blacks contrasted with the white 
suede glazes on any of the porcelain bodies for Taroudant; and a 
black/brown luster glaze and a  light-absorbing matte white on the 

earthenware glazes for Anambra.  
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Mirrors

Taroundant Stem Vase

ELSENE HANGING 
MIRROR SMALL

*A176-SM  (7-3/4" W X 11-3/4" L)  min2

ELSENE VANITY 
MIRROR W/EASEL

*A175  (6" W X 8" L)  min2

Taroudant Vases

NEW!

NEW! NEW!

NEW!

TAROUNDANT STEM VASE LARGE
C302-SV-LG-BLK gunmetal glaze 

C302-SV-LG-WH white leather glaze
(4”Diam x 27-1/2"H)  min1

TAROUNDANT STEM VASE SMALL
C302-SV-SM-BLK gunmetal glaze 

C302-SV-SM-WH white leather glaze
(3-1/2”Diam x 20-1/2"H)  min1

TAROUDANT CYLINDER VASE
C302-CV-XL-LN xl-large white linen texture (8.3" diam x 28" H)  min1  C302-CV-XL-WST xl-large white stripe texture (8.3" diam x 28" H)  min1  C302-CV-LG-BM large gun metal glaze w/diagonal lines (7.5" diam x 26" H)  min1  

C302-CV-LG-WST large white stripe texture (6" diam x 21" H)  min1  C302-CV-LG-LN large white linen texture (6" diam x 21" H)  min1  C302-CV-MD-WH medium white leather glaze (5.5" diam x 19" H)  min1   
C302-CV-MD-BN medium gun metal glaze w/diagonal lines (4.7" diam x 15" H)  min1  C302-CV-MD-LN medium white linen texture (4" diam x 17" H)  min1  C302-CV-SM-WH small white leather glazec (3.5" diam x 15" H)  min1  

C302-CV-SM-BM small gun metal glaze w/diagonal lines (3.5" diam x 10" H)  min1 C302-CV-SM-LN small white linen texture (4.7" diam x 15" H)  min1

NEW!

NEW!
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MORANDI TABLE VASE LARGE
C75-TBL-LG white *C75-TBL-LG-BL  blue  

C75-TBL-LG-BLK black (5-1/2" Diam x 11"H)  min2  

MORANDI BOTTLE VASE LARGE
C75-BT-LG white *C75-BT-LG-BL  blue  

C75-BT-LG-BLK black  ( 2” Diam x 9-1/2"H)  min2  

MORANDI BOTTLE VASE SMALL
C75-BT-SM white *C75-BT-SM-BL  blue  

C75-BT-SM-BLK black  (2-1/2” Diam x 7"H)  min2

MORANDI BUD VASE MEDIUM
C75-BD-MD white *C75-BD-MD-BL blue  

C75-BD-MD-BLK black (3-3/4” Diam x 4"H)  min2

MORANDI BUD VASE LARGE
C75-BD-LG white *C75-BD-LG -BL blue 

C75-BD-LG -BLK black (4” Diam x 5"H)  min2

MORANDI BUD VASE SMALL
C75-BD-SM white *C75-BD-SM-BL blue  

C75-BD-SM-BLK black ( 4”-1/4" Diam x 3-1/2”H)  min2

Morandi Vases

MORANDI BUD VASE MEDIUM
C75-BD-MD-WB white/blue C75-BD-MD-WG white/grey  

C75-BD-MD-WP white/pink (3-3/4” Diam x 4"H)  min2

MORANDI BUD VASE SMALL
C75-BD-SM-WB white/blue C75-BD-SM-WG white/grey  
C75-BD-SM-WP white/pink ( 4”-1/4" Diam x 3-1/2”H)  min2

MORANDI BUD VASE LARGE
C75-BD-LG-WB white/blue C75-BD-LG -WG white/grey 

C75-BD-LG -WP white/pink (4” Diam x 5"H)  min2

MORANDI BOTTLE VASE LARGE
C75-BT-LG-WB white/blue C75-BT-LG-WG white/grey
C75-BT-LG-WP white/pink     ( 2” Diam x 9-1/2"H)  min2  

MORANDI BOTTLE VASE SMALL
C75-BT-SM-WB white/blue C75-BT-SM-WG  white/grey  

C75-BT-SM-WP white/pink  (2-1/2” Diam x 7"H)  min2
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Porcio VasesCylinder Vases

Solano Vases Longwood Vases

RECYCLED CYLINDER GLASS
G102-XL extra large clear (9”diam x 12”H, 292oz)  min2

G102-LG large clear (5”diam x 9”H, 66oz)  min2
G102-MD  medium clear (6-1/2”diam x 7”H, 80oz)  min2

SOLANO VASE LARGE
G155-V-LG-CL large clear  

G155-V-LG-GR large green
(2-3/8”diam x 11”H)  min4

SOLANO VASE SMALL
G155-V-SM-CL small clear  

G155-V-SM-GR small green
(3-3/8”diam x 6”H)  min4

WREN VASE CLEAR CUT
G156-V-5-CL vase 5cm  (4”diam x 2”H)  min 1

G156-V-7-CLvase 7cm  (3-1/5”diam x 3”H)  min 1
G156-V-12-CL vase 12cm (3-1/5”diam x 5”H)  min 1

G156-V-S3-SM-CL 1 of each of the 3 smallest vases 

WREN VASE CLEAR CUT
G156-V-15-CL vase 15cm  (4-1/2”diam x 6”H)  min 1

G156-V-17-CL vase 17cm  (4”diam x 7”H)  min 1
G156-V-22-CL vase 22cm (4”diam x8-3/4”H)  min 1
G156-V-S3-LG-CL 1 of each of the 3 largest vases

WREN VASE SMOKED
G156-V-22-SM vase 22cm (4”diam x8-3/4”H)  min 1

G156-V-17-SM vase 17cm  (4”diam x 7”H)  min 1
G156-V-15-SM vase 15cm  (4-1/2”diam x 6”H)  min 1
G156-V-S3-LG-SM 1 of each of the 3 largest vases

WREN VASE SMOKED
G156-V-12-SM vase 12cm (3-1/5”diam x 5”H)  min 1
G156-V-7-SM vase 7cm  (3-1/5”diam x 3”H)  min 1

G156-V-5-SM vase 5cm  (4”diam x 2”H)  min 1
G156-V-S3-SM-SM 1 of each of the 3 smallest vases   

PORCIO VASE
G97-SM small  (7" diam x 11-3/4" H)  min1
G97-MD medium  (8" diam x 15" H)  min1
G97-LG large  (9-1/2" diam x 15" H)  min1

Wren Vases

NEW! NEW!

NEW! NEW!

NEW!

NEW! NEW!

NEW! NEW!

NEW! NEW!

NEW!

NEW! NEW!

NEW!
NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

LONGWOOD GLASS
G106-LG large smoked (5”diam x 8”H, 70 oz)  min2

G106-SM  small smoked (3-1/4” diam x 4-1/4” H, 15 oz)  min6

Hand made, slight height variations will exist.
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Mouth Blown in Europe 

Glassware

MAXWELL RYAN GLASSES
G35-LG large (3-1/2” Diam x 4-3/4" H, 22 oz )  min8  

G35-MD wine (3” Diam x 3-1/2" H, 12 oz )  min8   
G35-SM small (3” Diam x 2-1/2" H, 8 oz )  min8  

TIVOLI DIAMOND
G110-P pitcher

(5”diam x 8.25”H, 40 oz)  min2
G110-CL-LGR  large tumbler
(3”diam x 5.5”H, 12 oz)  min6
G110-CL-SM  small tumbler

(3.5”diam x 3.75”H, 12 oz)  min6

SPANISH BEER GLASS
G42-LG large  (3-1/2”diam x 4-3/4”H,  17oz)  min8
G42-SM small  (3-1/4”diam x 3-1/2”H, 12oz)  min8

SPANISH WINE GLASS
G42-WG (3”diam x 2-1/2”H, 6-1/2oz)  min8

TIVOLI OPTIC BLOCK
G111-P pitcher 

(5”diam x 8.25”H)  min2
G111-CL-LGR  large tumbler
 (3”diam x 5.5”H, 12 oz)  min6
G111-CL-SM  small tumbler

(3.5”diam x 3.75”H, 12 oz)  min6

TRIESTE CARAFE
G144-CF carafe w/metallic bottom (2.5”diam x 8”H, 16 oz)  min2

TRIESTE TUMBLERS
G144-TB-LG large tumbler w/metallic bottom (3”diam x 5”H, 10 oz) min8 
G144-TB-SM small tumbler w/metallic bottom  (3”diam x 3”H, 6oz)  min8

POZNAN TUMBLERS
G146-TB-LG large clear  (3-3/8"diam x 4-3/4”H, 16oz)  min8
G146-TB-SM small clear  (3-3/8”diam x 3-1/2”H, 12oz)  min8

POZNAN BOTTLE
G146-BT clear (3-1/4"diam x 12"H, 40oz)  min2

PORTOFINO CHAMPAGNE FLUTE
G112 -CF-CL clear (2”diam x 6.5”H, 6.5 oz)  min8

PORTOFINO TUMBLERS
G112-HB-CL  highball clear (2.5”diam x 5.7”H, 12 oz)  min8

G112-LB-CL  lowball clear(3”diam x 4”H, 11 oz)  min8

FIFE TUMBLERS
G150-HB-CL highball  (2.75”diam x 6”H, 13 oz)  min8

G150-LB-CL lowball (3”diam x 4”H, 14 oz)  min8
G150-WT-CL whiskey tumbler (3.5”diam x 4”H, 14 oz)  min8

SIENNA ETCHED 
CHAMPAGNE GLASSES

G154-CH-CL mixed set of 6 
(2-1/4"diam x 7-1/4"H, 10 oz)  min2

SIENNA ETCHED WINE GLASSES
G154-WI-CL mixed set of 6 

(3"diam x 4"H,8 oz)  min2

NEW!

NEW!
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Recycled and Colored Glass

CAMDEN CHAMPAGNE FLUTE
*G138-CL clear *G138-PL platinum 

*G138-GD gold  (2-1/2”diam x 8”H, 8oz) min8

WILLOW WINE GLASS
*G139-SM-PL platinum *G139-SM-GD gold 

(3-1/4”diam x 6-1/2”H, 11oz) min8

LINDAU CHAMPAGNE COUP
G151-CH-CL clear(3.75”diam x 5.75”H, 8 oz)  min6

LINDAU WINE GLASS
G151-WI-CL clear(3”diam x 6.5”H, 12 oz)  min6

LINDAU WATER GLASS
G151-WT-CL clear (3.25”diam x 6”H, 16 oz)  min6

COUPE COLLECTION
G157-MC-LG martini coupe (4" Diam x 4-5/8" H, 7 oz) min8

G157-DC-SM dauiri coupe (4-1/8" Diam x 5-1/2" H, 7 oz) min8

AMWELL CHAMPAGNE GLASS
G153-CH-CL clear  G153-CH-SM smoke

(2" Diam x 4-5/8" H, 7 oz) min8

AMWELL RED WINE GLASS
G153-RWI-CL clear  G153-RWI-SM smoke

(3-1/8" Diam x 5-1/4" H, 10 oz) min8

AMWELL WHITE WINE GLASS
G153-WWI-CL clear  G153-WWI-SM smoke 

(3" Diam x 5" H, 8 oz) min8

AMWELL WATER GLASS
G153-WT-CL clear  G153-WT-SM smoke

(2-3/4" Diam x 6" H, 10 oz) min8

NEW!

NEW!NEW!

NEW!NEW!

NEW!NEW!
NEW!NEW!

NEW!

MOROCCAN  GLASS WATER JUG
G12-RPL-P green (4" Diam x 4-1/2"H, 21oz)  min2

MOROCCAN  GLASS PITCHER
G12-STR-P green (4” Diam x 7”H, 42oz)  min2

MOROCCAN 
CORDIAL GLASS

G12-CRL-GL green 
(2" Diam x 2-3/4"H, 3oz)  

min6

MOROCCAN 
WINE GLASS

G12-VGL-SM small green 
(2-1/2" Diam x 3"H, 5oz)  

min6

THE WILLIAM DECANTER
G137-DC recycled glass 

(6”diam x 9”H, 60 0z)  min2  

THE WILLIAM PINT GLASSES
G137-LG large  (3-1/2" Diam x 5" H, 16 oz.)  min8

G137-SM small   (3-1/2" Diam x 4" H, 10 oz.)  min8

POMEGRANATE GLASSES
G17-HB  high ball tinted green  
(2-3/4”diam x 6”H. 17oz)  min6
G17-CL tumbler tinted green  

(2-1/2”diam x 4-1/4”H. 12oz)  min6
G17-DOF double old fashion tinted green  

(3-1/4”diam x 3-3/4”H, 14oz)  min6

BAUBLE PITCHER
G96-CL tinted green 

(4-1/2”diam x 9”H, 111 oz)  min1

GLASS ICE CHILLER
G100-SM small (6-3/4”diam x 8-1/2”H)  min2

G100-LG large (8-3/4”diam x 10”H)  min2

GLASS CAKE STAND
G101-SM small (9-1/2”diam x 5-1/2”H)  min2

G101-LG large (11”diam x 7-1/4”H)  min2

RECYCLED GLASS 
ICE BUCKET

G128 clear
(10-1/2”diam x 10-3/4”H)  

min2

HELENA CARAFE
*G141-CF-CL clear  

(3-3/4"diam x 10-1/2"H, 38 oz)  
min2

Glass Serving

Stemware

MOROCCAN  
CONICAL GLASS

G12-CNL-LG large green 
(2-1/2" Diam x 3-1/2"H, 8oz)  min6

G12-CNL-SM small green 
(2-1/2" Diam x (2-1/2” H, 6.5oz)  min6

MOROCCAN 
CURVED BOTTOM
G12-CRD-LG large green 
(3" Diam x 3"H, 8oz)  min6
G12-CRD-SM small green 

(2-3/4" Diam x 2-1/4”H, 6.5oz)  min6

MOROCCAN  
TEA GLASSES
G11-LG large green 

(2-1/2" Diam x 5"H, 12oz)  min8
G11-MD-GR medium green 

(2-1/2" Diam x 4”H, 8oz)  min8
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OSLO SALAD SERVERS
A139-SS  matte stainless steel set

min 2 sets

OSLO SALAD SERVERS
A139 matte gold set

min 2 sets

OSLO SALAD SERVERS
A139-CP matte copper set

min 2 sets

OSLO SALAD SERVERS
A139-BLK matte black set

min 2 sets

OSLO SERVING SPOONS
A140-SS-GFT  stainless steel set of 2

min 2 sets

OSLO SERVING SPOONS
A140-GFT  matte gold set of 2  

min 2 sets

OSLO COCKTAIL FORKS
A149-GFT-SS matte stainless steel, set of 6  min2sets

A149-GFT-GG matte gold, set of 6  min2sets
A149-GFT-CP matte copper, set of 6  min2sets
A149-GFT-BLK matte black, set of 6  min2sets

Our Madrid & 
Oslo Collections are 

now offered in 
gift packaging!

OSLO CAKE SERVER
A141-CP  matte copper    0021/min2
A141-BLK matte black   0021/min2

OSLO CAKE SERVER
A141-SS  matte stainless steel    0001/min2

A141 matte gold    0041/min2

NAGASAKI COFFEE SPOONS
A02-SET-SS  matte stainless steel, set of 6 min2sets

A02-SET matte gold, set of 6  min2sets
A02-SET-CP matte copper, set of 6  min2sets
A02-SET-BLK matte black, set of 6  min2sets

(4-1/2" L)

OSLO SERVING SPOONS
A140-CP-GFT  matte copper set of 2

min 2 sets

OSLO SERVING SPOONS
A140-BLK-GFT matte black set of 2 

min 2 sets

Cutlery
With the warm reception of our 

Como Collection, we have expanded 
our Italian-made cutlery with the 
Lucca Collection. Inspired by the 

Tuscan village of its namesake, this 
collection highlights the skills of the 
Italian craftspeople who forge these 

pieces through their balance of 
simplicity and sophistication. The 

5-piece setting and complimenting 
serving pieces are sure to be 

welcomed guests at any table.

Cutlery

LUCCA SALAD SERVERS
A196-SS  matte stainless steel set

min 2 sets

LUCCA SALAD SERVERS
A196-GL  matte gold set

min 2 sets

LUCCA SALAD SERVERS
A196-CP  matte copper set

min 2 sets

LUCCA SALAD SERVERS
A196-BLK  matte black set

min 2 sets

NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!
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Cutlery

JAIPUR CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A171-WH off-white  min 2 sets

JAIPUR TEASPOONS
A173-SET assorted colors, set of 6  min 2 sets

JAIPUR CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A171-LG light grey  min 2 sets

OSLO CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A01 matte stainless steel set  min 2 sets

OSLO CUTLERY GIFT BOX SET 20PCS
A01-GFT matte stainless steel set  min 1 set

COMO CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A190-SS brushed stainless steel set  min 2 sets

LUCCA CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A195-SS brushed stainless steel set  min 2 sets

MADRID CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A150-SS  matte stainless steel set  min 2 sets

MADRID CUTLERY GIFT BOX SET 20PCS
A150-SS-GFT  matte stainless steel set  min 1 set

OSLO CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A55-CP matte copper set   min 2 sets

OSLO CUTLERY GIFT BOX SET 20PCS
A55-CP-GFT matte copper set   min 1 set

OSLO CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A01-TB tumbled stainless steelset   

min 2 sets

MADRID CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A150-SS-TB tumbled stainless steelset   

min 2 sets

COMO CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A190-CP brushed copper set  min 2 sets

LUCCA CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A195-CP brushed copper set  min 2 sets

OSLO CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A55-BLK matte black set  min 2 sets

OSLO CUTLERY GIFT BOX SET 20PCS
A55-BLK-GFT matte black set  min 1 set

COMO CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A190-BLK brushed black set  min 2 sets

LUCCA CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A195-BLK brushed black set  min 2 sets

MADRID CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A150-CP matte copper  0004/min 2 sets

MADRID CUTLERY GIFT BOX SET 20PCS
A150-CP-GFT  matte copper set    00651/min 1 set

OSLO CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A55 matte gold set  min 2 sets

OSLO CUTLERY GIFT BOX SET 20PCS
A55-GFT matte gold  set  min 1 set

COMO CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A190-GL  brushed gold set  min 2 sets

LUCCA CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A195-GL  brushed gold set  min 2 sets

MADRID CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A150-GG matte gold set  min 2 sets

MADRID CUTLERY GIFT BOX SET 20PCS
A150-GG-GFT  matte gold set  min 1 set

MADRID CUTLERY SET 5PCS
A150-BLK matte black set  min 2 sets

MADRID CUTLERY GIFT BOX SET 20PCS
A150-BLK-GFT  matte black set  min 1 set

JAIPUR DESSERT FORKS
A172-SET assorted colors, set of 6  min 2 sets

 Although all materials are dishwasher safe, we advise hand-washing for all color, gold, black, and copper finishes with gentle dish soap and 
a non-abrasive sponge to protect the finish.  

NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!
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Table Linens

MAXWELL RYAN NAPKIN
*T141-NP-WN wine  (16-1/4” Lx 16-1/4" W )  min8   

MAXWELL RYAN  SHORT RUNNER / PLACEMAT
*T141-RN-NA natural  *T141-RN-WN wine   *T141-RN-SA salmon (19-3/4” W x 57" L)  min2   

KARTENA NAPKIN
*T143-NP-BL blue  *T143-NP-GY grey  *T143-NP-RD red  (17” Lx 17" W )  min8   

KARTENA SHORT RUNNER / PLACEMAT
*T143-RN-BL blue  *T143-RN-GY grey  *T143-RN-RD red  (15” W x 53-1/2"L )  min2

KARTENA TABLE CLOTH
*T143-TC-BL blue  *T143-TC-GY grey  *T143-TC-RD red  (55” W x 90-1./2"L )  min1   

CECILY NAPKIN 
RING 4PC GIFT SET

*A186-GFT-BL blue
*A186-GFT-PK pink

 min2

DAUVILLE NAPKIN
 RING 4PC SET

*C34-NPR- SET gold  min2
*C35-NPR-SET platinum  min2

LITHUANIAN LINEN FRINGE NAPKIN
T140-PK pink T140-NA natural  T140-DV dove  T140-GRN forest green T140-DB dark blue  T140-PGN pigeon  T140-CB cobalt blue T140-SKY sky blue  T140-WH white  

(17”L x 17”W)  min8

FRENCH STONE-WASHED LINEN NAPKIN
T110-PB prussian blue  T110-PNK pink T110-LL lilac T110-DG dark grey  T110-LG  light grey 

(16”L x 16”W)  min8

FRENCH STONE-WASHED LINEN RUNNER
T110-RN-PB prussian blue  T110-RN-PNK pink 

(58”L x 19.5”W)  min2

LITHUANIAN LINEN FRINGE TABLE CLOTH
T140-TC-PK-SQ pink square  T140-TC-WH-SQ white square (55” W x 55” L)  min1

T140-TC-PK-RT pink rectangular T140-TC-WH-RT white rectangular (55” W x 17" L)  min1 

FRENCH LINEN NAPKIN
T109-NP-WH white/granite   
T109-NP-NA natural/granite 

(16”L x 16”W)  min8

BABYLOCK NAPKIN
T152-NP-WCB white w/blue T152-NP-WBKwhite w/charcoal  

T152-NP-WPK white/pink  T152-NP-WMI white/sage  
(16”L x 16”W)  min8
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LINEN TEA TOWEL
T109-WH white   (28”L x 18”W)  min2

LINEN TEA TOWEL
*T109-PLM plum  (28”L x 18”W)  min2

LINEN TEA TOWEL
*T109-RD red  (28”L x 18”W)  min2

LINEN TEA TOWEL
T109-NA natural  (28”L x 18”W)  min2

KARTENA TEA TOWEL
*T143-TT-BL blue  (26”L x 18”W)  min2

LINEN TEA TOWEL
T151-TT-BLU  striped prussian blue  (26”L x 18”W)  min2

SINGLE STRIPE TEA TOWEL
T135-TT-NV  charcoal  (26”L x 18”W)  min2

LINEN TEA TOWEL
T151-TT-RED  striped cranberry   (26”L x 18”W)  min2

SINGLE STRIPE TEA TOWEL
T135-TT-BK  cement  (26”L x 18”W)  min2

LINEN TEA TOWEL
T151-TT-YLW  striped curry   (26”L x 18”W)  min2

LINEN TEA TOWEL
T135-TT-GY  white   (26”L x 18”W)  min2

KARTENA TEA TOWEL
*T143-TT-GY grey  (26”L x 18”W)  min2

KARTENA TEA TOWEL
*T143-TT-RD red  (26”L x 18”W)  min2

LINEN TEA TOWEL
*T118-RD red stripe  (28”L x 18”W)  min2

Tea Towels

LINEN TEA TOWEL
*T109-YL yellow   (28”L x 18”W)  min2

LINEN TEA TOWEL
*T118-GR green  (28”L x 18”W)  min2
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canvas  studio

linen options

Take a trip to the beaches of the East Coast with the light and airy furniture 
of Canvas Studio. Inspired by the shore, these pieces are a beautiful and 
affordable complement to any room. Made from white washed oak, they are 
aimed to replicate a Danish soap finish. Canvas Home’s customwoven linens 
complete the look.

Kittery Breakfast Table | Georgica Woven Seat Dining Chair

Kittery Oval Oak Dining Table | Berwick Rope Dining Chair  shown in Natural

Saco Round Upholstered Dining Chair in Midnight

Berwick Rope Dining Chair shown in BlackDering Upholstered Dining Chair shown in Granite

Georgica & Kittery Stools

KITTERY COLLECTION

BERWICK COLLECTION

DERING COLLECTION

GEORGICA COLLECTION

SACO COLLECTION

*F123-WHT
*F87-WHT

F121-NA

F121-BLK

F122-MD

F122-PP
F122-GN

*F72-HIST-WH
*F72-LOST-WH

*F73-WHT

*F73-PP
*F73-GN

Oak Oval Dining Table
Oak Breakfast Table

Rope Dining Chair
-Natural
-Black

Upholstered Dining  Chair
-Midnight Linen
-Purple Linen
-Granite Linen

Woven Seat Counter Stool
Woven Seat Stool

Round Upholstered Chair
-Midnight Linen
-Purple Linen
-Granite Linen

78.75"L x  35.5"W x 29.5"H
39" Diam x 29.5" H

21"W x 20"D x 32"H

20.5"W x 21"D x 31"H

16"W x 19"D x 30"H

13.625" W x 13.625" D x 28.5" H
13.5" W x 13.5" D x 17" H

14"W x 18"D x 30"H

purple granitemidnight
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
FOR DOMESTIC CUSTOMERS: All non-shipping related damages or shortages must be reported, 
with photographic evidence, to Canvas Home within seven (7) business days of receipt of goods in 
order for a claim to be honored. Credit and/or replacements for damaged merchandise will be issued 
only if images of damaged items are provided and the original packaging is retained for inspection 
upon return to Canvas Home. All costs associated with returns for reasons other than damage or 
manufacturer defect will be the sole responsibility of the customer, and a 20% restocking fee will be 
subtracted from the final refund or credit. 

All returns must have a Canvas Home return merchandise authorization (RMA) number. 
Unauthorized returns will not be accepted or honored. Returns must be received within 30 days of 
initial purchase. A credit memo will be issued for the items returned, less 20% restocking fee (if 
applicable), after the items have been received back to our warehouse and inspected. 

FOR INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS: All non-shipping related damages or shortages must be 
reported, with photographic evidence, to Canvas Home within seven (7) business days of receipt 
of goods in order for a claim to be honored. We do not provide replacements for damaged items, 
but will offer credit on future orders or refund to original payment form. All costs associated with 
returns for any reason will be the sole responsibility of the customer, and a 20% restocking fee will 
be subtracted from the final refund or credit. In this Instance, the credit memo will be issued for the 
items returned, less 20% restocking fee, after the items have been received back to our warehouse 
and inspected.

All returns must have a Canvas Home return merchandise authorization (RMA) number. 
Unauthorized returns will not be accepted or honored. Returns must be received within 30 days of 
initial purchase. 

E-Commerce Accounts
E-Commerce accounts must be pre-approved by Canvas Home. Once approved, accounts must 
follow the specific guidelines explained in our on-line sales policy.
Please email: wholesale@canvashomestore.com for more information.

Trade
We offer a trade program for architects and interior designers.
Contact: trade@canvashomestore.com for more information.

ORDERS
(212) 461-1496 x219 or x223
Email: wholesale@canvashomestore.com
UK and EU Orders: euwholesale@canvashomestore.com
Online ordering is available for our existing customers at www.canvashomewholesale.com . 
Please contact us to set up an account.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
(212) 461-1496 x219
Email: wholesale@canvashomestore.com
UK & EU Orders: euwholesale@canvashomestore.com
www.canvashomestore.com

www.canvashomestore.com

US Corporate Offices
247 Centre Street, 3rd Floor
New York, NY  10013
t. (212) 461-1496 

US Warehouse
10 Ford Products Road
Valley Cottage, NY 10989 
t. (212) 461-1496 x400

UK Corporate Offices
57 Amwell Street
London, EC1R  1UR
t.+44 (0)207 833 2000

UK  Warehouse
Western Freight Terminal 
Fifth Way, Bristol , BS11 8DT
t.+44 (0) 117-9387-460 

Orders
Minimum opening order is $500 and reorders are $200 for customers in United States.  Wholesale 
pricing applies to customers with a storefront and state issued resale number. New customers 
must provide appropriate documentation prior to first order being placed.  Trade pricing is extended 
to architects and designers.  United Kingdom & European Union orders should contact: 
EUwholesale@canvashomestore.com for pricing and ordering information.  All other countries, 
contact wholesale@canvashomestore.com for information.

Pricing
Order minimums are listed in this catalog for each SKU.  Items must also be ordered in multiples 
of this quantity.  Please contact Customer Service for a copy of our most up-to-date pricing guide: 
wholesale@canvashomestore.com.  Prices are subject to change without notice.  Items marked 
with an asterisk (*) are While Supplies Last items and their availability is not guaranteed through the 
season.  Stock availability can be obtained at any time by contacting Customer Service.

Payment Terms
Canvas Home requires 100% payment at time of shipping. Payment is accepted via credit card
(Amex, Mastercard or Visa) or company check. Pre-payments include all freight and shipping charges. 
If pre-paying by check, allow two weeks for check clearance.  Goods will not be shipped until the 
check has cleared.  There will be a $50 fee applied for returned checks. Orders with declined credit 
card will be held for 30 days, and customer will be contacted for alternate payment. If card doesn’t 
approve within 30 days, and another form of payment is not supplied, the order will be cancelled. In 
this instance, the stock will not be held and cannot be guaranteed if the customer wishes to ship the 
order at a later time. 
 
Order Cancellation and Changes
Changes to orders can be accommodated before order reaches warehouse for fulfillment. If order 
has been processed, order changes cannot be accepted. Order cancellations must be in writing, and 
received prior to shipping. If order is already packed to ship, cancellation will require a 20% restocking fee.

Shipping
Cost of goods does not include shipping or handling charges. All orders are shipped from our 
warehouse in Valley Cottage, NY, via either FedEx Ground or UPS.  Standard shipping rates apply for 
all orders. Freight shipments are FOB our warehouse, and a shipper will be determined on a case by 
case basis. International accounts may use their own freight forwarders if prior arrangements have 
been made. Freight carrier is subject to change without notice. Routing information must be specified 
at the time order is placed, or Canvas Home will not be responsible for any fees incurred due to 
incorrect shipping, packaging, labeling, etc. Special handling requests are subject to extra charge. Due 
to nature of products, some items will be shipped in oversized cartons, which may result in higher 
freight costs. Canvas Home does not ship C.O.D.. We accept shipping accounts on a case by case 
basis. We offer Dropship services; Please contact your sales representative for more information. 

Confirmed orders will be shipped as outlined in the order confirmation. It is the customers’ responsibility 
to notify Canvas Home prior to shipping if changes are needed for the order. Failure to notify Canvas 
Home of any changes that result in shipment refusal will incur a 20% restocking fee. We offer a 20% 
freight cap program for our West Coast customers.

Rush Orders
We will gladly expedite your order upon request, if possible. Rush orders will include a $75 rush fee 
and order must be received before 12:00PM EST

Backorders & Future Shipments
Items not shipped will be placed on backorder, unless otherwise directed.  Unless a specific cancel 
date has been supplied by the customer, all backorders not shipped after six (6) months will be 
cancelled.  All back orders are charged standard shipping costs.

Claims and Returns
Most Canvas Home products are handcrafted. As such, there may be slight variations in size, color, 
texture and/or finish. These are not considered flaws, but inherent in the nature of handcrafted items. 
Please examine your order upon arrival. We are happy to review any inconsistencies observed in the 
product received to walk you through these handmade details. Please direct claims/returns/damages 
queries to: claims@canvashomestore.com
Any shipping-related damage or loss must be claimed by consignee with carrier. 


